
Giant – (5-6”) 

Standard – (3-4”) 

Mini – (1-2”) 

 
Sweet Things Bakery 

Grand Prairie, Texas 75054 
Phone: (817) 608-6110 

Email: info@sweetthingsdfw.com 

Sweet Things Bakery 
At Sweet Things Bakery, I take pride not only in the aesthetic quality of my desserts, but knowing that their delicious 

flavor comes from using the highest quality all natural and organic ingredients I can get my hands on! To allow me to 

achieve the best creative decorating and coloring details, all of my decorated cookies are frosted with royal icing, unless 

otherwise specified. Standard cookies are Vanillmond (Original Sweet Things sugar cookie recipe flavored with a perfect 

blend of Vanilla and Almond). Premium flavors available upon request for an additional fee. 

I have many styles, colors, and designs to choose from, as well as some not done yet. However, there is NO FONDANT 

ALLOWED on any of my creations. Feel free to browse through my portfolio to see some past achievements and get your 

creative juices flowing. If you have a theme, but no ideas on how you would like to see it put together – don’t worry. I do 

some of my best work by having creative freedom with as little detail as specific colors, theme, and reason for celebration.  

Even if you don’t have any of these details, I can work my magic! 

*NOTE: No two orders are the same! Sweet Things will not recreate an identical cookie set, but will take inspiration from 

your desired design and make it one of a kind. These prices are a starting point and may vary based on your specific needs.  

   

Premium Cookie Flavors:   Seasonal Cookie Flavors:   Add On Features: 

Brownie Sugar Cookie   Pumpkin Spice (FALL)    Airbrushing 
Chocolate Chip Sugar Cookie   Gingerbread (WINTER)    Gold/Silver Detailing 
Strawberry Sugar Cookie         Edible Glitter 
Lemon Sugar Cookie    Premium Frosting Flavors:   Sugar Paper 
Orangesicle Sugar Cookie         Hand Painted Designs 
Coconut Sugar Cookie   Vanilla Royal Icing    Heat Sealing 
Mexican Vanilla Sugar Cookie  Cream Cheese Royal Icing   *Each Add On is an 
Snickerdoodle Sugar Cookie   Lemon Royal icing    additional $5/dozen* 
Peanut Butter Sugar Cookie   Coconut Royal icing 

 
 

*Cookie Sizes vary slightly based on shape requested. Some shapes are only available in certain sizes.* 
 

 Simple Basic Detailed Character/Logo 

Mini $1.75 $2.00 $2.25 $2.50+ 

Standard $3.50 $3.75 $4.00 $4.25+ 

Giant $5.25 $5.50 $5.75 $6.00+ 

        
       Simple: 2 colors and up to 4 different shapes 
       Basic: 3 colors and up to 5 different shapes 
       Detailed: 5 colors and up to 6 different shapes 
       Character/Logo: Show or Movie Characters and Business Logos 
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